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The  Optical Tape Archive  MirageTM OTAOTA from DISC and 
Ultera targets the growing need for an efficient direct 
access and secure backup. The Blu-ray technology is a 
perfect match for these requirements. The MirageTM OTAOTA 
archives data to optical media, the only media which can 
provide true long term archive security and stability.

 

Existing backup applications and utilities work with no modifications. 

The MirageTM OTAOTA is a Virtual Tape Library (VTL) that emulates standard tape libraries or drives.
As a result, the host system is unaware that it is backing up data to an optical library instead of tape. 

Software transparent operation. Because the MirageTM OTAOTA emulates standard tape drives, it works with
virtually any backup software. This means no additional software requirement and minimal training of
your operators.
Ultrafast data restore. It can take minutes or even hours to restore system files from tape. The MirageTM

VTL can retrieve and restore files in seconds.
High performance. The MirageTM OTAOTA uses advanced controller and high capacity RAID disk array OR hard
drive technology that removes system overhead in backup operations, thus allowing you to perform mission
critical backups on the fly at any time. Most other VTL products are either software based or they utilize
PC based disk backup and therefore are not optimized for iSeriesTM backup performance.
Automatic Archiving. A unique feature of the MirageTM OTAOTA is that the backup data will be directly
archived onto secure, permanent and unalterable optical media for disaster recovery and long-term
storage.
Available for iSeriesTM, WindowsTM, and UNIX/Linux. While most VTL solutions only support WindowsTM

or UNIX/Linux, the MirageTM OTAOTA is designed specifically to be used on iSeriesTM and AS/400® systems.
D-IPL booting with iSeriesTM and AS/400® is supported.
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Features

DISC ULTERA MirageDISC ULTERA MirageTMTM OTAOTA 
The easy way to be compliantThe easy way to be compliant
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Flexible Media Capabilities

Write once optical media is the only media that meet the compliance requirements (e.g. SOX) for storing 
information on permanent unalterable media. 
The optical archive on the MirageTM OTAOTA is capable of recording on write once or re-writable media. If backups do 
not utilize a complete virtual tape volume, the data can be recorded on re-writable media for temporary backup. 
The original data on the virtual volume can be appended until the volume is full, and then can be written to write 
once media for archiving. 
Re-writable media also provide the opportunity to utilize the MirageTM OTAOTA  for normal backup tasks.

Unlike other disk based backup solutions, this archiving is done with no host computer intervention. The archived 
optical media are written in the standard UDF format, so they can be read on any stand-alone Blu-ray drive.

The archiving can be done in two ways:

� Selective Archive. Archives selected volumes to physical optical library  via the front panel.
� Auto Archive. Automatically archives all logical tape volumes to physical optical library.

Disk capacities available as follows:
        � Tabletop single 500 GB disk
        � Tabletop compact RAID with 1 or 2 TB
        � Rackmount RAID with 2 to 24 TB
Available for all DISC Blu-ray Library Series 
Built in IBM 3580 (default) and 3590 tape drive emulations for iSeriesTM versions.  Future library
emulations will be available through controller firmware updates.
Built in Qualstar TLS-46120 and Sony LIB-81, TSL-A500C, and SDX-500C tape library emulations for
UNIX/Linux/Windows versions.
BRMS,OS/400 SAVLIB and 21 SAV commands for the iSeriesTM, Legato NetWorker, CA Arcserve
2000, Microsoft NTBackup, etc. are supported
Sequential or random library operation.
Autoloader operation with or without robotics support.
SCSI LVD 160MB/sec input port for computer connection.
SCSI LVD 160MB/sec output port for external DISC Series optical Library 
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MirageTM OTAOTA  Specification

DISC ULTERA MirageDISC ULTERA MirageTMTM OTAOTA 
The Virtual Tape Library for DISC Optical LibrariesThe Virtual Tape Library for DISC Optical Libraries
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